It is well known that in many of the lower cultures myth and ritual are rather two parts of one phenomenon than two separate phenomena.
The relation of certain types, at least, of myth to cult has been well expressed by R. Pettazzoni 1): "La recitazione dei miti delle origini ? incorporata nel culto perche e culto essa stessa e concorre agli scopi per cui il culto 6 celebrato, che sono quelli della conservazione e dell' incremento della vita". Many researchers are of opinion that a parallel state of things is to be found in the Semiticspeaking cultures at a much higher level than that of the peoples discussed by Pettazzoni.
It is therefore a reasonable question to ask, whether or not any such phenomenon is to be found in the classical civilisations of Europe, those of Greece, Rome and Etruria.
In trying to answer this question, we are obliged to limit ourselves to the Greeks. It is as certain as any negative historical proposition can ever be that Rome had no myths, at least none of a kind which could possibly associate themselves with cult. Here and there, at most, we find a story of the doings of the gods which is not palpably a borrowing from a Greek original, with or without change of names; we are told, for instance, that Juppiter sent a warning dream to testify his dispproval of an accidental uitium in his games 2), and there are tales of other divine warnings, of miracles of Vesta, and so forth; but there is not a single native story professing to explain how things began, why Juppiter, Mars and Quirinus are anciently asso- pictures of the other-world to which the inhabitants of the tombs on whose walls the paintings are preserved were going. Little good can be done by erecting frail structures of hypothesis on so untrustworthy a foundation.
We must confine ourselves, therefore, to Greece. Here we have stories in abundance, preserved in all manner of texts, a good deal of information about ritual, and some few documents which give us an idea of how the stories were regarded by the more enlightened and articulate Greeks of various ages. At first sight, we have a tolerable case for the close connection of some of the myths with religious ceremonies. It is not uncommon for a scrupulous author to hint at a À6yoç which his own feelings or those of his readers forbid him to tell 3). This, one might imagine, means that these À6ym actually form part of the rites in question, and as the ritual was secret, the myth, forming part of it, was not to be told save to the initiate. A kind of support for such a view may be got from the most famous of all mysteries. At Eleusis, we have some right to say that a kind of sacred drama was performed, perhaps in the shape of a mimetic dance, and that it showed some part at least of the moving tale of the rape of Kore and the wanderings of Demeter in search of her.
3) To take instances from one author only, I may cite Herodotos II, 47, 2 (pig-sacrifice in Egypt), 51, 2, 4 (mysteries of the Kabeiroi).
